An almost-Markovian model equation is proposed for Fourier modes of velocity field of isotropic turbulence whose statistical properties are identical to those governed by equations of Local Energy Transfer theory of turbulence [McComb et. al., J. Fluid Mech. 245, 279 (1992)] compatible with the Kolmogorov spectrum.
Introduction
An attempt to solve closure problem of fluid turbulence led Kraichnan to propose Direct Interaction Approximation (DIA) ([Kraichnan(1958) ], [Kraichnan(1959) ]) as a pioneer renormalized perturbation theory (RPT) followed by other RPTs which have been reviewed from time to time ([Leslie(1973) ], [McComb(1990) ], [McComb(1995) ], [L'vov(1991) ], [Lesieur(1997)] ). In this paper, our main concern is with Local Energy Transfer (LET) theory of isotropic turbulence which is compatible with Kolmogorov spectrum ([McComb(1978) ], [McComb(1990)] ). Based on the Edwards's theory ([Edwards(1964) ]), the LET was proposed by [McComb(1974) ] in an Eulerian framework and, since then, has evolved into a set of equations comprising of fluctuation-dissipation relation and equations governing the evolution of two-time and single-time velocity correlations of isotropic turbulent flow-field ([McComb(1978) ], [ McComb et al.(1992) ]). The LET has been remained under persistent surveillance, especially of McComb and co-workers, for its performance and accomplishments in cases of isotropic turbulence and related passive scalar convection ([McComb et al.(1984) ], [ McComb et al.(1989) ], [ McComb et al.(1992) ], [ Oberlack et al.(2001) ], [McComb & Quinn(2003) ], [ Frederiksen et al.(1994) ], [Frederiksen & Davies(2000) ]). The LET's compatibility with Kolmogorov spectrum ([McComb(1990) ]) despite its failure to comply with random Galilean invariance ([Kraichnan(1965) ]), its encouraging performance and computational simplicity relative to some other RPTs ([McComb(1990) ], [ Oberlack et al.(2001) ], [McComb & Quinn(2003) ]) are certain niceties of the LET. Further, a long awaited model representation for LET, if exists, would establish the fact that statistical properties predicted by the LET are those of a realizable velocity field.
The model representations are known to exist for a few RPTs formulated in Eulerian framework, such as, DIA ([Kraichnan(1970) ]), and Edwards's extended theory ([Kraichnan(1971) ]). The DIA equations were associated with a Langevin model equation and an almost-Markovian equation was suggested by [Kraichnan(1971) ] and interpreted as a model representation for Edwards's theory ([Edwards(1964) ]) when extended to non-steady turbulence cases. Also, model representation exists for Kaneda's theory ([Kaneda(1981) ]) in mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian framework put forward by [Kraichnan(1965) ]. In the present work, we suggest an existence of an almost-Markovian type model representation for the LET theory.
LET theory equations
Consider a homogeneous, isotropic, incompressible fluid turbulence in a reference frame S which is stationary in the laboratory. The Eulerian turbulent velocity field u i (x, t) in physical space (x) and time (t), with respect to S, can be expressed in terms of Fourier modes u i (k, t) by
and which are governed by the Navier-Stokes equation written in wavevector (k) and t domain:
Here ν is kinematic viscosity of fluid, inertial transfer operator
the projector P ij (k) = δ ij − k i k j k −2 , k = |k|, and δ ij is the Kronecker delta. The subscripts take the values 1, 2 or 3 alongwith the usual summation convention over repeated subscript. The u i (k, t) satisfy continuity condition, i.e. k i u i (k, t) = 0 and must satisfy reality requirement u i (k, t) = u i * (−k, t) where * denotes the complex conjugate. As there is no uniform velocity in each realization of isotropic turbulence, u i (0, t) = 0. The derivation of statistical properties of the velocity field from equation (2) poses well known turbulence closure problem due to nonlinear term presents on the right hand side. The various RPTs provide ways to tackle the closure problem and discussion here is focused to the solution provided by the LET theory.
The closed set of LET theory equations ([McComb(1978) ], [ McComb et al.(1992) ], [McComb & Quinn(2003) ]) consists of generalized fluctuation -dissipation relation for the propagator H in (k; t, t ′ ), and equations governing evolution of two-time velocity
t) of the velocity field u i (k, t) satisfying equation (2). For isotropic turbulence, these statistical properties may be further written as
where δ represents Dirac delta function. The LET equations for H(k; t, t ′ ), Q(k; t, t ′ ) and Q(k; t, t) for isotropic turbulence may be written as
where the inertial transfer term P (k; t, t ′ ) is
and equation (7) represents generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation. Also (11) and µ is the cosine of the angle between the vectors k and p. The set of LET equations is compatible with the Kolmogorov spectrum ([McComb(1990) ]) and its predictions are encouraging when assessed against the direct numerical simulation results of Navier-Stokes equation (2) (2003)]). Now we pose a question: Is it possible to obtain a stochastic model equation whose statistical properties are identical to those as predicted by the LET equations (7)- (9)? The answer is affirmative and the model equation is proposed in the section to follow.
An almost-Markovian model equation for LET
Consider an almost-Markovian type equation for u i (k, t), written as
with the statistically sharp damping function α(k, t) and white noise forcing term b i (k, t) having zero-mean. For a particular choice of α(k, t) and statistical properties of b i (k, t), this equation (12) can recover LET theory equations. We now obtain that particular choice.
For isotropic turbulence, the evolution of Q(k; t, t ′ ) and Q(k; t, t) as predicted by the model equation (12) is governed by the following equations, written as
and
Here B(k, t) is statistical property of the white noise forcing term b i (k, t) and satisfies
Comparing equations (13) and (14) to the equations (8) and (9), respectively, suggests
It should be noted that the model equation's response function H(k; t, t ′ ) is governed by
and together with equation (13) suggests Q(k; t, t ′ ) = H(k; t, t ′ )Q(k; t ′ , t ′ ) identical to generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation (7) used in LET. Thus the equation (12), along with the expression for α given by (16) and statistical properties of white noise forcing term satisfying (15) and (17), is almost-Markovian model representation which can be associated with LET theory.
Concluding remarks
The purpose of this paper has been to propose an almost-Markovian model representation for local energy transfer (LET) theory. The proposed Markovian model equation can be used to generate velocity field whose statistical properties are identical to those of LET theory. And in that respect, prediction of LET theory are for the velocity field that is realizable and governed by the Markovian model equation. It should be worth mentioning here that an another choice for α(k, t) and b i (k, t) resulted in an almost-Markovian model representation for extended Edwards's theory ( [Kraichnan(1971)] ). In fact, the self-consistent Edwards's theory provided the foundation for LET theory ([McComb & Quinn(2003) ]). And not to our surprise, both LET and extended Edwards's theories can be associated with the Markovian type model equation where generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation is central.
